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Junior defensivelineman Lamar Theus celebrates after defeating
conference opponent UHfartin In the Family Weekend matchup.

52

Photos by Rick 6urre$11he Nf•wi

Junior runnino back Mike Harris evades UT·Martin defenders for a touchdown In the Racers' first win of the season Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.

'Hatch Attack' victimizes UT-M
Dylan St inson

Staff writer
A total of 8,107 fans saw tbe Racers grab their first win of the
season Saturday.
Murray State stomped OVC rival UT-Martin 52·16 to end a
five-year losing streak to the Skyhawks.
Junior cornerback Nathan Brinkley said the win took pres·
sure off the team and was a confidence booster.
"It takes a burden off of all of our shoulders and lets us know
that we can win," Brinkley :;aid. "It makes us believe that much
more that we can win and that's really what we have to believe."
This was a meaningful win for the Racers, he said. Not just
because it was the first win of the season, or even because it was
the t1n;t conference win, but because it was Chris Hatcher's first
win as Murray State's head coach.
"It was crazy because it was Coach's frrstwin at Murray State,
so everybody was pumped about that," said senior wide recciv·
er Marcus Harris. "We were just excited because a lot of people
came to the game so we gave them what they wanted to see and
hopefully this weekend we can do that again."

University
relaunches
website
Nick Reside
News Editor
Students recently visiting Murray State's
website immediately recognized a different
color scheme, but this was the least significant
change made to the site since its relaunch Friday night.
Tony Powell, web manager for publication
and printing, said the ·need for a new server

At the beginning of the first quarter, junior punt returner
Dontrcll Johnson bad a 92-yard return for a touchdown, igniting
the Racers' momentum.
"All week Coach Hatcher was talking about a spark to get us
rolling and obviously (Johnson) did that," Harris said. "When he
was running down the sideline everybody just broke out, just
jumping, trying to run with him. He was the spark of the game.
It got everybody fired up. We knew if we just got it rolling they
couldn't ::;top us."
Johnson ended the game averaging 49.3 yards per return.
Since Saturday's game, Johnson has caught national attention
for nis performance.
He claimed three awards including OVC Specialist of the
Week, College Football Performance Award's Punt Returner of
the Week and The Sports Network/Fathead.com FCS National
Special Teams Player of the Week.
Murray Stat~:'s defense held UT-Martin to a season best 291
yards gained and only 121 yards rushing, Brinkley recorded two
interceptions in the game, helping hold UT-Ma.rtin to 0-for-4 on
fourth down attempts.
Junior defensive tackle Joe Gamsky set pace for the defense.

prompted the website relaunch.
The previous site suffered from slow load
times technical support was unable to fix, he
said.
"We knew that if we increased our server, if
we put a lot more power behind it, thos~ issues
would vanish," he said.
Powell said the new ::;crver was tested for
four weeks before! it::; launch. A third-party
consultant company assisted.
Powell said the website went down as scheduled at approximately 10 p.m. Friday. Minor
configuration issues caused the website to be
down longer than expected.
While the main reason for the relaunch was
the need for u new server, Powell said other
issues needed to be addressed.
Murray State's site now includes links at the
top o(the page to RaccrMail, Blackboard and
myGate, among others. Previously, users had
to rollover a ta;;kbar in the top right corner to
access these links. In addition, the color
scheme is now blue and gold.
"When they said we're going to nced a new
server, we just said let's usc this opportunity to
address these other things." he said.
Powell said the website is designed with a
content management system, allowing faculty

WHAT'S ONLINE

totaling four solo tackles and two assists. Gamsky accounted for
one of three quarterback sacks for the Racers.
Junior defcru;ive back Erik Fennell and freshman defensive
end TJ Denson added four solo tackles each;
Junior running back Mike Harris led Murray State's offense in
rushing with 17 rushes for 119 yards and a touchdown.
He was also senior quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt's favorite target
for the night, catching five passes for 45 yards and another
touchdown.
Ehrhardt completed 16 of 28 attempts. passing for 158 yards
and two touchdowns.
The Racers travel to Jacksonville, Ala., this Saturday to play
the FCS's No. 4 ranked Jacksonville State Gamecocks in a conference matchup.
The Gamecocks are undefeated with a 4-0 record and have a
victory over a much larger Ole Miss team.
Despite the challenge ahead, Brinkley said the Racers are
confident going into Jacksonville and are planning on taking
their momentum from this win with them.
Kickoff is set for 6 p.m. at Burgess-Snow Field.
Contact Stinson at dylan.stinson@murraystate.edu.

and staff without computer backgrounds to
design and create website content.
"We tried to make this as decentralized as
possible," he said. "We want people to have as
much autonomy on their wcbsites as possible.
We maintain the site look and basic navigation
through the CMS. but from that point on, once
you bit accounting for instance, they can
decide what they want on there."
Powell acknowledged the newly launched
site still has problems. He said he is working on
with the other web designer. He said correcting layout problems is a process of trial and
error.
"'t's like trying to golf in the dark," he said. ·
Catherine Sivills, assistant vice president for
communication, publications and printing, said
the target audience of www.murraystatc.edu is
prospective students, not current students, fac·
ulty and staff.
''RacerNet and myGate are strictly for our
internal audiences," she said.
Sivills said these sites are managed separately from the main site, but she works together
with its management.
Sivills said the website taskforce. headed by
Dean of Libraries Adam Murray, provided an
acadeJ?ic perspective to the new site and com-

piled a list of requested changes to be made
prior to the relaunch.
One of these requests was to hire additional
web designers. which Sivills said is not feasible
due to budget conditions.
"Some of the recommendations that (the
taskforce) made we did consider," she said.
"We redesigned a few things when we
relaunched it this weekend. Some of them we'll
still consider, we just haven't gotten to them
yet."
Sivills said she appreciates the feedback
from the taskforce, citing the need for an outside use.
She said user feedback prompted the color
scheme change to better reflect Murray State.
"We're just going to test (the color scheme)
and see what kind of feedback we get and if
people like it we'll leave it, and if we get nega·
tive comments in six more months we may try
something different," she said.
Sivills said she encourages feedback from
users.
"We certainly appreciate any feedback people have given us because sometimes we just
don't notice things." she said. ·
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystat'e.edu.
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Campus Briefly

Assistant News Editor: Au!.iin Ramsey
Phone: 809-4468

September 29, 2010

This week
11!11:30 a.m. Oakley Dining Room Lunc:beop; Applied Science Building, fl
•12:20 p.m. Baptist Campus Ministries Luncheon: BCM Buildin$. $1
-$ ~ SGA meeting; Curris Center
Ohio Room: open to the public

•5:30 p .m. Racer Alumni Social;
Max•-s Brick Oven Cafe, Paducah

•Z p.m. Volleyball vs. Tennessee
Tedl; Racer Arena, free With Race,...
card
.(S p.m. Introduction to IOdal

~

p.m. Murray State TeDDis
Club; Purcell Tennis Courts, open to
all
•1m p.m Worship; BCM Buildin$.
free
•700 p.Jil. "Tbe Secret in Theh:
Eyes"; Curtis Center Theater,/ree
•All day "Maize of Grace" 2nd
Annual Com Maze; Locust Grove
Baptist Cburclt, $3

i1aJ •watze

•AD

o( Grace" 2nd

Aftnoal Com Mazei Loeust Grove
Bapd.st Church, P

Coming Up
•3 p.m. Wednesday,
Murray State Health
Fair

gain Book Sale

-6 p.m. Introduction to Social BaDroOat
DanciJJ.g. Paducah Dance Ac:adelllf,
Paducah, free
e6:30 p.m. Nationwide Poker Tour; Fat
Moe's, Padu~ab. free
•All day Mum.y State Invitational
Men's Golf Tournament; Miller Memorial Golf Co\ll'se

Pholo courtesy oi americaiiSCJnSWriter.com

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, fill out a form in

The Murray Sute News office at W
Wilson Hall, fax to 809-317S or e-maU
information to thenews@
murraystate.edu.

File photo

September 23
1:43 a.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated person in the
White College parking lot.
Campus Police were notified,
and an officer assisted the person to their room.
8:40 LDl. A burglary alarm was
activated in the Industry and
Technology Building. Oflicers
reported everything was OK
and that the incident had been
an employee error.
10:38 a.m. A caller at the Curris
Center requested to speak to
an officer about a vehicle pos·
sibly following her earlier in
the day. Officers took an information report.

2:28 p.m. An officer served
summons to William Prcgliasco, senior from Louisville, for
third degree criminal mischief
concerning another, previously occurring incident.
4:33 p.m. Officers at Regents
College parking lot issued a
verbal warning for disregarding a stop sign.

officer to standby for a child
custody exchange at Hart Col·
lege. Officers were notified.
8:23 p.m. An officer checked a
person and vehicle to verify
the owner in Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot. Everything
appeared normal.

September 26

September 2S

lO:SO LDl. A caller at Hart College reported a problem with
an elevator. Central Plant was
notified.
l:lS p.m. A caller at Hester College reported a vehicle lockout. Officers were unable to
open the vehicle.
5:47 p.m. A caller requested

l:2S a.m. A caller reported sev·
era! loud and disorderly people in the 1000 block area of
College Courts. Officers were
notified, but the people were
gone upon arrival.
7:35 p.m. A caller requested an

September 26

September 24

7:-48 p.m. A caller reported someone locked his bicycle to t:M ~k

7!19 a.m. An officer reported a
vehicle in the Hart College
parking lot with several parking citations. The officer was
unable to locate the owner.

by

Concert at Lovett Auditorium

rex>m danc1Ac, Paducah D•nce
.AeJdemy, Paducah, fru
•All day Hazel Day Festival, Downtown Hazel, &ee

•6a.a ~!!!

Police Beat

Friday
•7 p.m. Steven Curtis Chapman

acc;t4e~. omc~

wert

ftad-

tied.

the Mason Hall Auditorium
door be unlocked. Officers
were notified.

September 27
12:17 LDl. A caller at White
College reported the smell of
marijuana on the second floor.
Officers were notified.
4:12 LDl. Murray State Police
issued a citation to James
Waid, junior from Symsonia,
for reckless driving.
7:39 p.m. A caller reported a
noise complaint from an event
happening outside James Richmond College. The event was
approved by University offi·
cers and the caller was
informed that the event would
be ending at 9 p.m.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 2
Arrests- 0
Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Across campus
UDivadty to dledt falelal data
The ICaltuclty Coaunonwealth Oflice of Tec:bo'IOIJ
selected the UDiversltYs program of distinction Ja the
State Broadband Data and Devet.,.,...ent ProJ11'Qi:•
(SBDD) ciOcwftentation of the availability of broadbeuct
aervic:es

a

tbe U.Dited States.

Plrrtaeda8 with Murray State will M tbe u.~Jeasity o(
LoldmUet the kentucky ~ and 'r. . . . Col·
'-$~and

the University of Kentucky.

The program, under the headins of the ~

T~unications and lnfol'iN!ioa Ad~

<NTJA)~ will releue iu data tor tbe!public: •er.

In iti Sept. l4 ~itton, Tbe N~ inCorrectlY reported
on the !listracted drivJn,g simulator.
Tbe simulator was arranged and PfeSeDted by the Mut·
ray State Univenity Student Section of tbe American
Society ol Safety Engineers - the ~ group tc» wholt the
Kentucky Highway Safety representatives made their pretaatatlon wer that ~y. The ~up,in~t of
MCgdGQal . . . . . . . . . . . ., , .
,.Qt
Health sclences and Human Services.

Where Big Deals are a Big Deal

M ONDAY NIGHTS ARE COLLEGE NIGHTS !
25% OFF ALL FOOD W/ STUDENT ID
FREE CORN HOLE AND T RIVIA

••••••••••••••••••
HAPPY H OUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6
SATURDAY 11-6

H<>l\IE ()f THE SPECif\L BE/\N

to local businesses like:
CALLOWAY COUNTY

R<>IJ j

LIV'E MUSIC E\;'ERY THURSlli\Y
OCTOBER 7TH : ( ,LARE\CE DOBBI\S
Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

40-90°/o o~ff

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIG APPLEMURRAY.COM
~1 Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook!

V INTAGE ROSE EMPORIUM

eb€/f\-.U
DIIIVIRIITY
****&
****
book
bean
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Riordan ScJizitti-Sander~The News

.

Murray·State employees begin the non-competitive poker walk/run event sponsored by Healthy LifE Thursday. Participants collected playing cards at checkpoints thrOllfJhout
. the course and trying for a winning hand.

Employees raise, bluff, walk
only raise awareness but to make those changes to their
lifestyle."
·
Participants of the walk/run received a complimentary stain·
less steel water bottle to aid in future healthy decisions, Dodd
The University's Healthy LIFE (Lifestyle Initiatives for
said.
Employees) hosted a non-competitive walk/run with a poker
While this is only the beginning stages of Healthy LIFE's outtwist Thursday.
door programs, there are additional activities available for
Participants in the walk/run collected playing cards at checkemployees.
points throughout the 1.5-mile loop. The participant with the
"This is our first walk/run but we offer a Lunch and Learn Sesbest poker hand at the end of the game was recognized.
sion, a few Read and Learn activities on the Web for employees
Amelia Dodd, wellness coordinator for University cmplorees,
and a health f;Ur coming up in October," she said. "We also have
organized the event
a healthy weight challenge going on."
"The idea is to offer opportunities for employees to come
together ilnd increase physical activity, while having fun:· she
At the Lunch and Learn sessions a presenter informs partici·
said. "It's good to have support."
• pants about different health-related ideas. This semester's pro·
grams include an indoor cycling class, a Tai Chi class and an aerDodd said everyone was welcome to participate and show
obic exercise workout, Dodd said.
their support.
"This program is a way to get them engaged in a healthier life,"
"Support is necessary for these kind of programs to be able to
work," Dodd said. "The idea of the wellness program is that we
said Kelly Dick, senior from Murray and student assistant to
are trying to change the culture so health is a way of life, not to
Dodd. "It's not a competition, but if you have a competitive edge

Riordan Scalzitti-Sanders
Contributing writer

you can get a second hand by running twice. It's a game of luck
but you get to exercise and have fun at the same time."
This is the first run done this year under Healthy LIFE; feedback is welcome and University employees are urged to have a
good time with family and have fun, Dick said.
"This past semester we implemented an incentive plan for
employees where there is monetary reward for them living
healthier lifestyles, eating better, getting physical activity and
getting checkups," she said." (That's) what we want to do with
the poker walk/run."
Ultimately the program is meant to have employees coordinate these activities on their own. Donations and help from the
administration and food services were supportive, Dick said.
"I think it's a great program and opportunity they arc giving
staff to work toward a healthy lifestyle," said Meghan Mottaz,
alumna from Murray.
For additional information about healthy lifestyle initiatives
for employees, e-mail Dodd at amelia.dodd®murraystate.edu.
Contact Scalzitti-Sanders at riordan.sanders@murraystate.edu .

•

Campus observes Banned Book week
John Walker
Staff writer
Not many college students would
believe there are communities where
books are still banned, but Saturday
marked the beginning of Banned Books
Week.
Libraries, bookshops and readers
across the country are celebrating the
titles which have traditionally been controversial in American schools and
libraries.
The University Bookstore has been eel·
ebrating banned books for years by dedicating an entire wall to them.
Donna Witherspoon. book merchandiser for the store, said she has no intention
of taking them down any time soon.
"l choose to keep them together, and
every year we add more," Witherspoon
said.
The banned books wall started before
she came to the University and deciding
to keep it up year-round was a no-braincr. Witherspoon said.
"These are really good books." Witherspoon said. "We have everything under
the sun. The students like this wall and it

gets a lot of traffic. A lot of these books
get too caught up in the content and lose
the story."
Bea Turner. sophomore from Franklin.'
Tenn., said she does not like the idea of
governments censoring literature.
"Some ideas make us think more,"
Turpcr said. "When people want to ban
books, there is an obvious lack of perspective and closed-mindedncss."
Turner said students should always
remember there are still places where it is
illegal to read certain books.
''Sometimes we need a wakeup call,"
Turner said. "By spreading awareness, we
can get the idea out there."
Wesley Bolin, senior from Murray, said
he believes all books should be available
·
to the public.
"I work '3t a library, and librarians are
not fans of banning books," he said. "We
bdicve in letting people read what they
want. It is part of what mal<es us great as
a nation."
Bolin said when books become controversial or banned, people want to read
them more.
"When a hook is banned, people think
there might be something to it, especially

Single-stream
recyclingproce~
sorts garbage
Jessica Haynes
Staff writer
Now some of your trash can have a second
life with the University's early stages of implementing a "single-stream" recycling process.
A single-stream recycling process out·
sources trash from sites on campus into a single stream rather than sorting, said Wayne
Harper, director of grounds building services
at Facilities Management.

if others hate it," he said. "It makes the
book edgy and becomes even more popular."
Bolin said it is a personal choice if parents do not want their children to read a
book, but government should never get
involved.
"Banning should never b~ done on an
institutional level," Bolin said. "The
whole idea of banning books is antiAmerican."
Witherspoon said young people especially do not like being told what to do.
''They will· always wonder why they
aren't allowed to read a book," Witherspoon said. WMost of all, students don't
want their rights taken away."
Witherspoon said students can find
many of the banned titles on the bookstore's wall at their upcoming book sale.
According to the website bannedbooks
week.org, some of last year's most frequently banned titles included "To Kill A
Mockingbird" by Harper lee, "Twilight"
by Stephanie Meyer, "The Chocolate
War" by Robert Cormier and "The Color
Purple," by Alice Walker.
Contact Walker at john.wallcer@
murraystate.edu.

Harper said the University is continually trying to reduce the amount of garbage sent to
landfills, and the single-stream process is a step
toward a goal of recycling SO percent of solid
waste. last year, the University recycled
approximately 33 percent of solid waste, Harp·
er said.
The University is partnering with QRS Recycling, a company hased in Nashville. Harper
said they were aware QJl.S offered the singlestream process, and on Aug. 26 Murray State
staned experimenting with single-stream recycling.
The process Is simple: the trash on campus is
collected, bailed and sent to the Nashville facility. The bails are then broken onto conveyer
lines where trash is removed and sorted for
recycling. The remaining garbage, if any, is
then sent to landfills, Harper said.
Harper said separating trash into the recy.cling bins located on campus is still important
because those materials can be recycled in
Murray instead of QRS.

4
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Jacqlyn Murdock. junior from Murray, reads 'To Kill a Mocklnoblrd', a frequently banned book.

"If we can source-separate, which is putting
them into individual bins, that keeps the quality of the recycling material higher. and we will
get a greater return on that," Harper said.
"Source-separation is the best way and we do
not want to stop that."
· Harper said the University has a total of 45
dumpsters on campus, and one-third of the
dumpsters are part of single-stream recycling.
In two to three years, Harper said they expect
to single-stream all of the dumpsters on campus.
Sarah Kelty, senior from Louisville and copresident of the Murray Environmental Student Society, said she is interested to see the
end results of the single-stream recycling trials,
but is also looking forward to other recycling
programs on campus, ,including the University's new glass pulverizer.
''I'd really 1ikt~ to see glass recycling hccome
established," Kelty said. "We have a lot of
material that still could be recycled that is not
being recycled."

Kelty also said a simple way for students to
help push recycling is to keep an eye out for
recycling opportunities on campus.
"If they sec a place where there could be a
recycling bin and there's not, call Facilities
·
Management," Kelty said.
Harper said he believes the new singlestream process i:; a positive step for the University.
"It's positive because it reflects our attitude
toward sustainability," he said. "We recognize
resources are limited. We recognize we need to
reuse and recycle as much as we can of our
waste material," Harper said. "It's also a good
thing to share with others, we have a successful recycling program already and we hope to
educate others on setting up programs...
Said Harper: "If we can put something back
to good usc rather than making it a liability of
something in a landflll then we really are doing
something great for the environment."

Contact

Haynes

rnurraystate.edu.

==

at

jessica.haynes@
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Oplrdon Editor: Casey Bradley
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Our View

Books should not
be banned or burned

Censored by 'the man'

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

words were allowed out of your
mouth? No. Human beings have
the ability to make de~isions freely
(for the most part) and should
fight for that right, not the opposite.
L et us begin by being honest: Who has not read the "Harry
Parents should be encouraging
their children to read books, not
Potter" series at this point? OK.
burn or ban them. Rather than
OK, there may be a few people still
out there, but seriously. From stushowing children how to censor
dents to professors to the neigh- · knowledge and stories, teach kids
borhood shut-in, just about every·
ttow to make good decisions and
one in Murray has read, if not
apply what they learn.
As college students, we have the
heard of, Harry and his adventures
choice and ability to read any and
(it helps that the books were
as much as we can get our eager
adapted for the screen).
Did you know the "Harry Pothands upon. With access to the
Internet, our options are endless.
ter" series has been banned from
schools and libraries in certain
You have the facilities ro decide
what books you will and wiU not
areas of America and around the
read, discuss what you did or did
world? While some have succeednot like about said books and also
ed in banning Harry Potter along
the option to write a response.
with other well-known texts from
Books preserve and pass on
certain facilities, people continue
ideas, information, stories and culto read (hello, there is this1 thing
ture. Authors create fiction for
called the Internet).
both amusement and also teachStep ~ack for a moment and coning. Writing is a visual form of
sider the idea of book banning.
communicating, meant to reach
Allowing others to determine and
for the present, the future and
enforce what you can and cannot
other cultures. Censoring the pubread is censorship.
lic, refusing to allow people to
There are a slew of reasons why
read because not everyone agrees
some people find it acceptable to
ban books in the first place. Some· is ridiculous.
If you cannot intellectually
argue certain material is not suitrebute a written argument or conable for visual consumption by our
vince people without censoring
youth while others simply disthe other opinion or work, how
agree with ideas discussed or prestrong is yours to begin with?
sented. Religious groups · protest
People are unique because of
displeasing books which often call
into question religious practices. . their opinions. Not two people
agree on exactly the same terms in
Parents angrily inform schools
precisely the same way. Even
what books children shouldn't be
reading because of explicit con- . among twins you will fmd that
there are shining differences that
tent (as ifit doesn't exist). And the
cannot be ignored.
list keeps going.
Embrace the range of voices in
What some individuals do not
the world, learn from others that
seem to understand is people have
are unlike you, listen to opposing
the right to free thought. Would
views and decide for yourself
you want someone at your shoulwhat you believe. There is not
der, constantly telling you where
always a right or wrong answer. ·
you could direct your eyes or what

ww
..
,........
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Do you believe certain books should
be banned?
"No. because if you want to read a
book. you should be able to read a
book."
Audr~y Harned

• Paducah
junior

"No. any non-fiction is as good as the
source backing it. (And) fiction is made
up."

Seth Waldrop· Possum Trol Ky.
junior
"I personally do not believe in banning

books, but I know other people who do
in the case of "Harry Potter". For me.
books (like "Harry Potter") are purely
for relaxing."
Anna Key • Owensboro, Ky.
junior
Derek Moller/The News

Campus Voice
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KFC double downers
T h e
other day
1 was sitting
in
H a r t
Thor0 u g h brewed
cafe reading USA
Tod.1y
John Walker
when I
Staff writer
c a m e
upon an
interesting article. It seems as though
KFC, the one and only, is offering female students at Spalding
University $500 to wear sweatpants that advertise its Double
Down chicken sandwich.
I'm not sure which is more
repulsive: This new ad concept
or the sandwich.
It's not that KFC shouldn't be
allowed to promote its business
however it pleases; it's the larger conversation that isn't happening across college campuses in our country.
What is the role of corporations on the American college
campus? Whether it is the
demeaning of women through a
campaign to sell chicken or
selling our stadium names to
the highest bidder.
After reading the article I
asked my friend behind the
counter at the shop what he
thought about this new idea. He
just made a face full of disgust
and waved it off as garbage.
This is where my morning got
interesting.

The two female baristas
working behind the counter
read the article and said they
would be perfectly happy to
wear KFC's sweatpants for 500
bucks.
And so chaos ensued.
If you happened to be a
patron of the coffee shop that
morning what you could have
stumbled on was four college
men arguing against the sexist
ad campaign and three college
women arguing for it.
I'm not sure what this situation says about gender in
America, but I do know what it
says about college students.
There is a growing divide on
this University's campus, as
'well as many others. between
. students who come to get an
education and students who
come to learn how best to sellout to whoever pays the most.
The role of corporations on
campus is more over reaching
now than it ever has been. It
affects every part of our college
experience, and it is now a nuisance. The question of what the
role of corporations on campus
should be is easy. There is
none.
There is an argument for the
benefit of corporations. In the
micro case of KFC, that money
will go to students, which in
turn can go to help them get
through school and in the long
run benefit their financial lives.
This scenario also says a lot of
the lack of character and independence we expect out of
today's students and higher
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learning institutions.
But the roots of this problem
go much deeper. Our universities are no longer asked to
make concessions for these
entities, they are expected to.
As if it has always been a part
of the college tradition to sell
out the integrity of our educational institutions. Sure, it
starts with the name change on
a stadium.
At the University of Kentucky, the Alliance Coal Corporation bought the naming rights
to basketball team's new dormitory so it would be called the
Wildcat Coal Lo'dge. This is the
same company that makes its
profit from destroying pristine
mountains and Kentucky rivers
for profit.
Would Murray State sell the
naming rights to Lovett or
Pogue or any other building on
campus for the right amount of
money? Time will tell. We
already divert academic money
to fund our athletic programs.
When do we use this money to
subsidize companies who
promise to hire our students?
The public universities of
this country should not be
expected to bend down lower
and lower with every new generation of students to compensate for its needs.
lt is time for student~. faculty
and administrators to take back
our campus and find new and
creative ways to make this system work without influences of
unneeded, unwanted corporations.
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The precipice
of Fall·Break
At the
precipice of
fall break, I
find myself
high on life.
If you didn't
go see Jason
Mraz, you
missed out
Cornelius Hocker on a great
Junior from
concert.
Greenville, Ky.
I'm not
a big fan,
but I don't let opportunities
pass me by. He's won numerous awards and praise for his
music. He's known around the
world. He was in Murray, Ky.!
I want to stress this because I
hear a lot of students complain
that there is nothing to do in
Murray.
I've probably been one of
those students from time to
time. Murray has so much to
offer, but it's not going to fall
into your lap. You have to go
out and seek fun, excitement
and adventure. That might
mean you have to spend a little
money. Free is fun, but fun isn't
always free.
Spending a little bit of money
seems to be what's in these
days. 'RSEC no more. Local
bank gets naming rights for
$3.3 million.' I immediately
tried to pronounce CFSB Center and it doesn't roll off your
tongue like RSEC does. I don't
care how much Paul tries to
plug CFSB Center at the football games; it will always be
RSEC to me. End of story.
I ..._d igress. Tlie Jasolf Mraz
concert was fantastic. However, attendance could have been
better.
The RSEC, I mean the CFSB
Center, wasn't packed to
capacity, which was somewhat
expected. However, I feel that
we, as a campus, need to evolve
and join most modern universities in the United States. We
need to start selling alcohol at
all games and events held at
Roy Stewart Stadium and the
CFSB Center, barring certain
events and circumstances.
Alcohol sells.
The attendance to the events
would increase dramatically
because let's face it, how much
fun is it to watch men jump in
piles on each other sober?
Exactly, it's no fun at all. The
sales from alcohol would
increase attendance and revenue beyond any person's predictions.
I'm not a raving alcoholic;
I'm just someone who wants to
capitalize on a specific market,
much like KFC. KFC is now
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Fall break,
how are you
going to
spend it?
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Cheers to "· Carl Kleiner

Jeers to -· tests

for. his creative
photography
illustrations in
the new lkca
cookbook.
Ingredients
never looked so styUsb.

right before and
after Fall Break.
Making us cram
information into
our minds right
before and during
break is annoying.
Jeers to ... the weak

Randomly Penciled

Fall, travel, food, oh my!

You
may
have noticed this
past
Sunday
morning
the
Cbeers to - Paperfeet. a
slight chill in the
turnoutat ~
minimalis
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air
and
the
f.
theJason
shoe
made
intense
wind
from recy•
Mrazcon•
certthi
rocking screen
cled materi.....:.;._--:..--...--~ doors. The scent
past
als. Might
promoting the "Double Down"
enti Too
Casey Bradley of the approachthese be the
sandwich by paying young colmany
empty
seats.
Opinion Editor 1ng season, the
next TOMS? Who cares,
lege women to wear sweatsound of crunchthese are still cool withJeers to _ the bomb
pants that say ''Double Down"
ing
leaves
underfoot
and the welout popularity.
threat on the Rifand feature a smiling Colonel
come warmth of bed. It would seem
fel Tower. Wlio
Cbeers to-· Murray
Sanders. So, when it comes to
fall is dropping in for its annual
would want to
for finally getting a
the new sandwich, which convisit, just in time for Murray State's
blow it up in the
Gamestop. lt's realsists of two fried chicken ftlets,
Fall Break.
first place? Talk
ly about time.
cheese and bacon the only
about being enviAre you a fan of autumn? I am.
Sorry.
Games
buns are the ones wearing the
ous.
There's nothing more appealing
Galore.
sweatpants. Critics are saying
than a steaming mug of some hot
it objectifies women. I say can
beverage (tea, please), chilly air
it, critics.
tossing the scarf about my shoulIf someone wanted to pay me
ders and my hair around my face
to attract 30+ year old women,
and carving a pumpkin for Halsometimes known as Cougars,
loween. To add to the excitement of
to buy a specific product, I
the changing weather comes a bit of
decided to mass produce it?
would do it proudly. Shout out Goodbye sununer
travel.
Even if you have the legs to
to the Cougars who were sitIn the art department, the fall
pull off shorty-shorts, the
ting in front of me at the Jason
semester means Chicago trip. A
pockets do nothing for the
Mraz concert. While Jason was
group of art students pile together
subtleness of the show.
singing, one of them was fanin two University vehicles and head
ning herself. 1 loved it. You
to Illinois for the Sculpture Objects
Here comes the redemption
know who you are.
Did anyone else notice an
& Functional Art (SOFA) show, held
part. Fall is here along with all
Going reverse chronological- increase in the amount of
at the Navy Pier during the first
of its wearable bliss: boots,
ly seems like a fun idea. I was scarves and cardigans this
weekend of November.
scarves, cardigans and all of
elated to see people not leav- week? Indeed, cooler weather
Not only does it give students a
their friends. Here are some
ing the football game Saturday. heralds the arrival of longer
chance to unwind in a big city, but it
that may be better as general
It also helped that we stomped sleeves, longer inseams (thank
also offers the chance to discover
acquaintances rather than
UT-Martin with a score of 52- goodness!) and those stowed
more of the art world. Other than
bosom buddies:
16. Way to support your Rae- away faU accessories that make
the SOFA exposition (an internaers. Cheers for the first win of an outfit pop.
tional event), we have access to the
--Ugg boots and athletic
the season, football players.
Perhaps you saw a personal
Chicago
Art Institute. the Museum
shorts. This may be acceptable 1
To remember the score from increase in sweatpants, hoodof
Contemporary
Art as well as
for the scrub fest that is
the football game, I went to my ics and pajama pants in your
independent
galleries (Frimyriad
Winslow on Saturday mornFacebook and looked at my wardrobe as well, but no warings, but how about something 1 day night gallery hop, go!) scattered
mobile uploads. Most of us ries - you have next week to
around the city.
a little more professional (and
can't imagine our lives without redeem yourself.
In my four-plus years at Murray
outfit appropriate) to accesSpeaking of redemption,
Facebook, Twitter or some
State,
I have participated in the
sorize cool-weather garb for
Murray State, you got some
Chicago
trip twice. Both years 1 fell
internet outlet.
• 1· · t d s
class?
sp ammg o o. ummer may
I 'll a dmi t .1 ~; my Bl ac kb e~ry be
,
out
of
bed
by 5 a.m., sped over to
quickly fleeting, but we
the
Visual
Arts
building (the addiCurve 8900 ts set to rece1ve ladies of the copy editing
--Flats and athletic socks.
tion
on
the
back
of Applied SciThey just don't mix.
up~ates fr?m . Faccbo?k and Nook certainly cannot forget
ence)
and,
grabbed
a
place in line so
:Witter, v:r.tilch IS sometimes an some summertime fastyon
•
J
I could be ime the 20 students on
1nconvemence. I was ruaely atrocities:
·-Oversized boYfriend sweats.
awakened
this
morning 1
the Chicago trip list. After backing
If you're wearing this to sleep,
because Facebook decided I --Trend overload Strappy san~
out of the trip last fall, I can no
congrats on finding such comneeded to know it was some dals, chunky jewelry, a neonlonger resist the call of the windy
fortable pajamas! If you're
idiot's birthday.
city.
wearing
this
to
class,
congrats
splatter paint tee, distressed
1
Unlike most adults my age, 1 cropped jeans AND neon sunHome to my favorite web-comic
on looking like you just
artist
(creator of Templar, Arizona,
can remember a time without glasses? Sometimes it looks
shacked up!
which
you should check out, obvi·
social networks and I'm not as like a trend machine blew up
ously) and a lot of cool art, Chicago
attached as most.
--Leggings, and leggings only.
on an outfit. Just keep it simis one of my favorite places to visit.
Anyway, I think Murray State ple, yo!
Leggings are super fun with
Getting out of town isn't the only
should follow suit with the
dresses or extra long tees, but
exciting venture to be had, though.
by themselves, just don't cut it.
Harrisburg University of Sci- --Dirty flip-flops. We underWhen travel isn't in the budget, I'm
Comfy and cute for bedtime,
ence and Technology and stand - sometimes this just
when
every
onwe
agree,
but
making plans for dinner parties and
enforce a week long campus- happens in the midst of sumlooker
on
campus
can
see
movie
nights.
wide social media blackout. I'd mer gallivanting. However. if
every
curve
of
your
body,
at
10
Heard of a Stone Soup Party? Get
love to hear people's opinion the flops get dirty, give 'em the
a.m. in humanities class- not
a couple of friends, each bring an
after what would be, for some, boot or maybe just a little
so cute.
ingredient or two and throw it all
a week of hell and discomfort. scrub down.
into a stockpot on the stove (no
Thankfully, I no longer live on
stones actually necessary). Keeping
--Lots o' straps. OK, so you're
campus.
So
Murray
State
ladies
out
an eye on the soup while you socialwearing
a
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tank,
a
I want to end this by thankthere,
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it
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this
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and
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about my articles. I'm at a stage
and
pair
of
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add
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fix-get
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ture)
to
share.
I recommend baking
Here's
an
easy
in my life where things are
cute
flats,
a
cardigan
and
a
a loaf or two of bread to go along
constantly changing. Your less bra that fits you well and
scarf. It'll make you feel better,
with the hodge podge soup (plus
praise and admiration of my then wear it!
we pinky promise.
baking is a good excuse to heat up
work, which I find to be fun, is
--Denim
shorts
with
pockets
the apartment when it's cold out).
greatly appreciated. Stay
Sincerely,
hanging
out.
What
insane
So, as the weather becomes coldinformed Murray State and
The copy editing Girls
seamstress
made
this
mistake
er,
I plan to free up a few weekends
have a safe Fall Break.
and which clothing chain
for travel and cooking.
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Students pledge to take back the night
Nick Reside
News Editor
Take Back the Night, a candlelight vigil com·
memorating victims of rape, sexual assault and
domestic violence, was held 7 p.m. Tuesday at
Cutchin Soccer Field.
The event concludes BE SAFE (Be Educated
about a Sexual Assault Free Environment)
week. BE SAFE week kicked off Sept. 22 with
Are You Afraid of the Dark?, a theatrical pro·
duction designed to raise awareness about
rape and sexual assault.
Students gathered to create luminaries an
hour before the event also at Cutchin Field .
The luminaries lined sidewalks from the soc·
cer field to the south end of campus. Student
Government Association sponsored the event.
As the sun was setting, the event began with
a musical performance, the first of many acts
that night. Students also read poetry. Two stu·
dents presented a lyrical dance. The subject matter of each presentation was the same:
rape, sexual assault and domestic violence.
Between the performances, several speakers
told their stories of how their Jives were affected by sexual assault, rape, stalking and domes·
tic violence. Jane Etheridge, director of the
Women's Center, said the testimonies were
real stories.
Sarah Wang, junior from Milton, Ky., and
student worker at the Women's Center , was
one of the speakers at the event, reciting a
poem.
WI have personal friends and family members
who have experienced domestic violence and
sexual assault, so it kind of holds a special
place in my heart because I know people who
have been affected," she said in an interview
with The News. "I know how it affected them
and because it affected them It also affected
me."
Etheridge was the last speaker at the event,
citing the need for an end to sexual assault and
dating violence.
''Yes, I believe we can stop rape and sexual

Board of ReQent member Sharon Green. a crime
victim advocate, speaks of her role as a mother and
the Importance of safety awareness.

Photo!> lly Nate Hrclsford/Thl' NPw~

Luminaries line the eKit outside Take Back the Night at Tuesday at Cutchin Soccer Field The event was dedi·
cated to ending sexual assault. rape and domestic violence.
assault," she said. "We can stop dnting and
domestic violence. We can stop stalking. We
can stop these atrocities if we open eyes to see
our friends'. sisters', neighbors', other loved
ones' pain and keep them open l{>ng enough to
do something about it.
"We can stop these things if we stop blaming
victims. We can stop it if women believe each
other. We can stop it if we believe as a sodcty
that women can wear what they want, go
wherever they wish and drink what they want
without it being considered invitation to harm
them. We can stop these things if men will
stand with women to end violence."

Etheridge encouraged audience members to
call their congressmen and urge them to pass n
law allowing victims of domestic violence the
ability to obtain a protective ordc·r. Etheridge
said Kentucky is one of the few states where
victims cannot obtain one.
"Tell them to see that the hill that was
ignored in Congress is heard on the Senate
floor," she s~1ld.
Prcs~ley Doom, senior from Benton, Ky ..
said this is the first year she attended Take
Back the Night.
"I was blown aw:t}' by the courage of some
of the speakers,'' she saiJ.

History scholarship
honors professor

University presents composting workshop
John Walker
Staff writer
The University presented a workshop on its gardening and
composting program Wednesday in Frankfort. The Divisions of
Compliance Assistance and Waste Management held the work·
shop for individuals and organizations interested in composting.
Composting is the breakdown of food matter using air, water
and microbes to create material where plant life can grow.
Justin Van Horne, gardening and composting manager, pre·
sented the workshop for the University. He said Murray State
was the only Kentucky school represented at the event.
"It's not surprising we are the only school who showed up,"
Van Horne said. "People are not ready to change into a sustain·
able society. We are still too wasteful."
The University's composting initiative, located at Pullen Farm,
is showing other schools what this program can provide, Van
Home said.
"Composting is a system that builds on itself;• Van Horne said.
"Other schools are realizing that new composting allows for
faster and bigger composting."
The laws for these projects are changing and becoming more
stringent since the system is getting more popular, Van Horne
said. That is not keeping people from using it.
"The new laws will give us an idea of how much we can com·
post," Van Horne said. "So one day if we produce a lot we can
potentially sell it for profit."
The program has been operating for two years and is part of
the University's step toward a sustainable campus. Van Horne
said he is not the only person interested in composting at the
University.
"I commend the horticulture program and dining services for
making this a priority," Van Horne said. "Without them or the
volunteers who come out to help, this is not possible."
One volunteer is Andri Genthlio, junior from Limassol,
Cyprus. She said helping out in the program is an opportunity to
help students while working in a better environment.
"It sounded like a great opportunity and I took it," Genthliov
said. ''I was ready to get out of Winslow (Dining Hall) and work
in the garden."
Genthliov said students should be more aware of the Univer·
sity's gardening and composting.
"Students are going to be able to learn a lot when they come
out here," Genthliov said. "Some people do not care, but anyone
who wants to be healthy and know more about their food is wel·
come to come help us."
Katie LeBlanc, junior from Union Star, Ky., said more students
would benefit if they learned the importance of com posting.
"Right now we are having to balance trying to feed the world
and live in a more sustainable·way," LeBlanc said. "The whole
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Campus safety received attention recently
after Brandon McManomy allegedly sexually
assaulted a female Murray State student. The
victim said she and McManomy were acquaintances. McManomy is currently facing charges
by Calloway County.
University President Randy Dunn said it is
important for administrative staff to express
the need for a violence-free environment.
Said Dunn: "I'm glad we're doing the activi·
ty because I think it sends an important mes·
sage to not only students, but parents and
potential students as they're thinking about
where to go to school. Every year we do simi·
lar activities and have Take Back the Night,
but I think particularly given (McManomy's
alleged assault), it did focus the campus' nttention around the importance of safety, security
and violence prevention."
Contact
Reside at
nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.

KatyHolmes
t

Contributing writer

The ninth annual l)r. James W. Hammack Jr. scholarship banquet was held in the Curris Center Ballroom Saturday night.
' Approximately 70 people attended.
The scholarship is awarded to any graduate student the staff
feels deserves the award. because of the student's academic performance.
There arc many reasons the scholarship was named after the
late prufcssor. Hammack served 30 years in the history depart·
mcnt and wrote a book titled "Kentucky and the Second Ameri·
can Revolution: The War of1812." He was also interested in oral
history.
Charlotte Beahan, professor of humanities and fine arts, said it
is a blessing she got the opportunity to work so closely with
Hammack.
"He was a really dedicated teacher and he made it a classy
department," she said. "He really enjoyed working with students,
espc..-cially graduate students, so it's really nice that we have a
scholarship named after him."
The staff hopes to keep expanding its funds and award two
scholarships annually, using the banquet for contributors to the
scholarship.
This year, the scholarship was awarded to Allison Elizabeth
Crowe, 2008 graduate from Harding University with a Bal·hclor
of Arts in history. Crowe is in her second year of graduate work
at Murray State. Her focus is modern Europe with a Third World
minor. Crowe participated in a study abroad program in Ger·
many. Both her parents attended Murray State.
History scholar Kurt Pichler gave a speech about "The Religious Life of the Gl During World War II." Pichler, author of the
hook "Remembering War the American Way and World War II
world is asking this question."
in the American Soldiers' Live Series;· and associate professor at
LeBlanc said students should get involved not just to \\'Ork, but
the University of Tennessee said he was happy to be in Murray
also to I cam a new way of thinking.
and that he and his family might never return home.
"This progr;lm is a really great classroom tool showing stu·
James Humphreys, assistant professor of history, was in
dents how to view the world in new ecological tt:rms,'' LeRianc
charge of the event. He said he did not know Hammack personsaid.
ally. knows he was well-liked and admired. Humphreys said he
Van Horne said the program is doing what should have been
encourages students to come to the fundraiser, as they do not
done long ago.
usually have many in attendance.
"It's important for people to learn what we are doing here," hc:"It's an important fundraiser and we have a lot l)f fun," he said.
said. "This needed to start happening 100 years ago. Now we arc
"We have this every year and we encourage them to come out
trying to play catch-up."
next year if they'rc not here."
Contut't Walh•r at john.walker(@murraystale.edu.
Contact Holmes at kholmes@murraystate.edu.
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WeU, Hey There Murray State

Falling into autumn
Fall, excuse me,
autumn, is finally
back. I do not understand why this is not
everyone's favorite
season: we all get to
celebrate my birthday,
the temperature hov·
ers around 70 everyday, leaves change
Drew
colors, my collection
Hursey
of hooded sweatshirts Assislant Sports Editor
is released upon the
world and for a sports fan, this is possibly the best time of the year.
I know I have said it before, but my
two favorite sports arc baseball and football. For anyone who loves these sports,
the stars align perfectly so we can waste
our Saturdays away in a la-Z-Boy and
sweatpants.
Baseball's season, which lasts longer
than the pregnancy cycle, comes to a climax because the playoffs finally start.
Unfortunately, my beloved St. Louis
Cardinals will not be included in this
year's championship run. Baseball won't
have a grab on my heart as much as it
usually does, but it will still be fun to
watch because it's baseball
During these closing stages of America's pastime, football will be in full swing
in both college and the NFL, and honestly, I love football as much as I love baseball.
For the last few years l have had to suffer through the St. Louis Rams being not
only the worst team in the entire NFL,
but also the worst team over a three-year
stretch in the league's history.
I don't know if any of you reading this
are Rams fans, but I just want to say.
"Give yourself a pat on the back for sticking out the tough times becaust.• those
times are now gone; Sam Bradford is
going to lead us back to the top."
Yes, I know I'm being as bold as a Kentucky basketball fan on National Signing
Day, but I don't care. Mark Sam Bradford
down as the next Manning - hopefully
Peyton, but if b~'s epds up only as good
as Eli, I'll .ta~~ ~..t~OQ. , •
Now, back to; .~tuapn/fall. I could go
on for days about how great football and
baseball are, but what makes it such a
great season for sports fans is literally
every sport is available to watch. At the
end of October and beginning ofNovember exists one week of sports ecstasy.
Every single major sport can be seen
on TV: baseball has the World Series.
football has the regular season of the
NFL and college teams, basketball has
the beginning of the N BA regular season,
hockey will be over a month into the
NHL season and for those who want to
watch soccer, the MLS playoffs will be
ongoing.
If I were a computer, I would be on
information overload with all those
options of what to choose from. but
that's why it is so great.
Some people l have talked to in the
past hate this many sports playing all at
once. The biggest reason is it ruins their
weekly schedule of TV shows to watch,
so they usually end up upset while they
get forced to watch the Texas Rangers
play the Cincinasty Reds - I'm sorry
about that, it is just my inner Cards fan
coming out, I meant to write Cincinnati.
Really though, all of these sports happening simultaneously just adds to why
autumn/fall is so great.
Take away the sports and what do you
have? You have a season that cannot
make up its mind on whether or not it
wants to be called fall or autumn.
Autumn/fall is the only season to
which I look forward. All the others seem
to have vices, which upset me. Winter is
awesome if J am out in the Rockies skiing, but besides that, I hate chapped lips,
and at times, that's all winter ever seems
to produce.
Spring is beautiful, but I don't think I
can handle my red car turning yellow
with all the pollen again. I love summer
(the fact that baseball season is going on
might explain part of it), but my skin gets
about as red as battery acid on a pH scale
at least twice every summer, so it doesn't
get me as excited to go to the beach as
the rest of the world.
Then. look at autumn/fall. I get to
dress up like a wizard, and no one judges
me. Farmers cut mazes in their cornfields
for everyone to enjoy. Tractors offer
hayrides. Everyone gets to celebrate my
birthday - honestly, why it hasn't
become a national holiday yet, I still
don't know. I get to cook chili and barbecue just because a football game is on
TV. Baseball finally crowns a champion.
How can you not love this season?
As I left Rusty Jones' Shakespeare class
from Faculty Hall Monday, I smelled the
trees and realized summer was no more;
finally, autumn/fall has come, and soon,
so will the cornucopia of sports.
Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystate.edu.
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Senior defender Audrey Wilson looks on after a3·1 defeat to louisiana Tech on Sept 17. After apromlslno start to the season. the Racers' record now stands at 1-9·2.
Sam D'Souza
Staff writer
With a disappointing start
to the season, the Racers
opened up conference play on
the road at Eastern Kentucky
Friday and then to Morehead
State Sunday.
The RHccrs (1-9-2) lost both humc matches
l<ISt weekend, falling 3·1 to a strung Luuisiana
Tt.•ch team and 6·1 against Western Michigan.
Murrny State was selected to finish first
in the OVC this season after winning the
tournament in 2009 and the regular season in 2008.
The Racers went undefeated
against EKU last season, with a 0·0
draw in the regular season and a 1-0
win in the OVC tournament.
Things didn't gu as well this time
around as Nicole Donnelly put the
Colonels ahead in the 79th
minute, with a goal from five
yards out. It was the only goal
of the match.
Senior goalkeeper Tara
Isbell had nine saves on the
day, and recorded three
in the first seven minutes of play.
The Racers looked
to respond only one
minute later but EKU
goalkeeper Stephanie
Lynch stopped shots
from senior Rachel Longley and freshman Jillian Russell. Murray

Freshman midflelder Jillian Russell heads the
ball aoainst Western Michioan on Sept. 19.

State would not attempt another shot the rest
of the match.
On Sunday, the Racers looked to answer
back ag..'linst the Eagles of Morehead State.
Morehead struck first in the 14th minute. Erin
Adams scored on a free kick to give the
Eagles the 1-0 advantage.
Sophomore defender Ashley Fraser who
had received a yellow card early in the match
was carded again in th!! 7lst minute and sent
off.l'laying with 10, the Racers tied the match
l-1 in the 72nd minute of play when freshman
forward Shauna Wicker netted her third consecutive goal. The goal came off a rebound
and helped keep Murray State afloat.
In the 87th minute, Morehead State scored
again, this time coming from Sam Toepfer.
The late goal downed the Racers leaving
them winless in the OVC.
"The team fought hard but with the
unlucky c:tll from the official. we were put in
a tough situation and it was hard to hold on,"
Head Coach Beth Acrcman ~aid. "I saw some
very positive things including another great
effort from Shauna Wicker to get us the goal.
We arc looking to next weekend and the
things we can do to get the results we need."
The Racers (1-9·2) look to get a win at
home on Cutchin Field this Friday against
Jacksonville State.
The weekend matches continue on Sunday
when Murray State is set to play rival Austin
Pcay. Should the Racers win the two conference matche$, it could help Murray State
bounce back in the OVC with a conference
mark of2-2.

Contact D'Souza
murraystatc.cdu.

at

sam.dsouza@

Head Coach Beth Acreman hopes to help the Racers snap an eioht·game losino streak Friday.
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Rifle

.

·----g high for the future
Sopble McDonald
Staff writer

File photo/Nate Brelsford

Sophomore Emily Ouiner adjusts her QUn after a round last season.

After ending last season as OVC
champions, the rifle team shot its way
to another victory in Saturday's match
against UT-Martin.
"1 was really happy for the first match
of the year," Head Coach Allan Lollar
said. "We basically picked up where we
left off last year and that was a really
important thing for us."
Team captain Ashley Rose, junior
from Eubank, Ky., said she is also
pleased with the victory.
"We were able to put up a good team
score which is the average of what got
us in the NCAA's last year, so we definitely were able to come back as strong
as we left," Rose .said.
Defeating UT-Martin 2287-2249 in
smallbore and 2336-2303 in air rifle, the
Racers emerged from the competition
as champions with one team member
firing a personal best.
Sophomore Katie Clcvin shot a 586
out of 600 in air rifle, her highest collegiate score.
.. l'm really proud of her," Lollar said.
"She has worked really hard."
Lollar said Saturday's results showed
him where the team will go next in
training.
"The good thing about the first match
is that it tells you exactly what you need
to work on." Lollar said. "It's hard to put
real match pressure on people in prac-

tice to find out what their issues might
be, so it's important to shoot real matches against other people."
Lollar said the mental side of shooting is the toughest but repetition produces reward.
"Basically If you can treat every shot
the same and try to do our best on each
individual shot you handle that pretty
well and I thought for the most part we
did that," he said.
Freshman Bill Harvey said nerves
affected the first 20 minutes, then he
began to settle in. Some nerves wero.
attributed to the new live-streaming of
the electronic targets online, but Rose
said the team did great.
"They were able to handle their
nerves," Rose said. "It's definitely a
good place for them to start."
Consistency is the key to success for
the Racers, Lollar said.
"We just keep working hard and trying to be consistent." Lollar said. "If
there is anything that let us down it was
that we got a little inconsistent at times.
We need to keep working on shooting
each shot the same, making it the best
shut we can.
''There are a lot of small things that
go into that but we're trying to get a
match plan for each person and that's
another safety net you can fall back on.
If things stan going crazy you ask yourself 'Am l following my plan?' If you're
not, then that's a problem."
Lollar said there will be a lot of col-

lege teams at next weekend's invitational held at University of Mississippi,
including reigning national champions
Texas Christian University.
"We look forward to that challenge.
Every week we just try to learn how to
compete," Lollar said.
Rose echoed his sentiments.
"We can only go up from here," she
said. "Obviously it's our first match, and
we've been working really hard the past
month, six days a week."
After. experiencing the frrst match of
the season, Harvey said the team is staying positive.
"We got the butterflies out of our system," Harvey said. "We just need to
work on staying consistent and shooting good shots."
The rifle team ended the day being
awarded OVC rings during Saturday's
football game and introduced freshmen,
Harvey and Mickey Burzynski.
The rifle team has eight shooters and
s hoots two disciplines: smallbore,
which is .22 caliber and air rifle, .177 caliber. In team competitions, five shooters come together to form a team and
this weekend's competition proved successful against the Skyhawks.
The next home match will be at 8 a.m.
Oct. 9 against Jacksonville State in the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range below Roy
Stewart Stadium. Spectators are welcome.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@

murrayst.ate. edu.

Tearns start heading north to look for success
Will Cartwright
Staff writer
13oth the men's and women's golf teams
traveled north to play in high caliber golf
tournaments Last week. The men took ninth
place at the Cardinal Intercollegiate at the
Louisville Cardinal Club, while the women
earned sixth at the Cincinnati Fall Classic.
The men shot 294, 288 and 294 for a imal
scorecard of 876 earning a lOth place spot in
field of 16. Also included were the likes of the
University of Wisconsin. Bowling Green
State and-Marshall Univen:.ity.
"I was a little disappointed in the first
round, but we played better in the second
round and the conditions in the third round
were very difficult," men's Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said. "This was a strong field and it was
bcnclicial for us to play in an event like this."
The Racers' low man was senior Cameron
Carrico, who fired a 74, 74 and 70 for u tournament total of 218 earning him 21st place in
the field of 94 golfers. Junior William Hunt

was the next best finisher for the Racers with
a 32nd place showing after shooting a 74, 69
and 77 for a 220.
Other members of the team who played in
the event include senior Hunter Ford with a
73, 77 ~md 72 for a 222 for 44th place and
sophomore Dustin Gosser who carded a 79, 73
and 75 for a total of227, earning a 6lst place
finish.
Sophomore Patrick Newcomb. who earned
OVC Golfer of the Week last week. shot 72
and 72 for the first two rounds of the tournament before withdrawing during the third
round.
The women's golf team shot a 937 at· the
Cincinnati Fall Classic earning sixth place out
of the 15-team event including teams from
Florida International, Penn State and Toledo
universities.
'
"This was another chance for our team to
compete in a very good field of teams at
Cincinnati and I'm happy with the way we
finished," Head Coach Velvet Milkman said in
an interview with Sports Information.

Golf

The Racers were led by freshman Delaney
Howson .who placed lOth out of a 90 players.
Howson shot 77, 74 and 75 for a total score·
card of226.
The best Murray State finisher after Howson was freshman Alex I.ennartsson who shot
80,74 and 75 for a total of229, claiming a 16th
place finish.
Senior Caroline I.ugerborg carded rounds
of 82, 81 and 75 for a 238 earning her 41st
place. Junior Morgan Cross finished in 62nd
place with a 87, 79 and 82 for a total of 248.
Sophomore Alii Weaver: rounded out the
team w.itA..a 83, 84 and 82 carding a 249 for
64th place.
The women do not have another tournament until Oct. 11 when they travel to Jonesboro, Ark, to play io the Arkansas State University Red Wolves Classic.
The men will he in action Monday when
they host the Murray State lnvitational at the
Miller Memorial Golf Club.
Contact Cartwright ar william.cartwright@

file photo/Nate Brebford

Senior Grant Price watches a shot last season.

murraystarc.edu.

Cross Country

Runners shine brightly
under Memphis lights,
finish eighth out of 32
Addison Price
Staff writer
The cross country teams traveled to Memphis, Tenn., last
weekend to compete in the Memphis Twilight Invitational.
The meet was held at Mike Rose Soccer Complex under the
nighttime sky.
"I think everybody was really fired up for last weekend
bccnusc il was such a big meet," Head Coach Jenny Severns
said. "There was great competition, the weather was perfect ·

and it was a fast course.lt was all about taking advantage of the
situation."
The women's team, led by senior Katelyn Jones, ran well.
placing eighth in a field of 32 teams.
Jones fmished in 20th place with a time ofl8:27 and was followed by senior, Asenath Naaman, who ran a 19;10, placing

-~

.

Severns spoke highly of Jones.
''She is on a roll," Severns said. "She is having a really good
season so far. She's just letting it happen and not putting too
much pressure on herself."
Close behind, finishing third for the Racers. was junior Kayla
Crusham who claimed in 63rd place with a time of 19:13.
The rest of the team had a great run as well. defeating every
team in the OVC apart from Eastern Kentucky.
Junior Karissa Magnuson finished 73rd in 19:23 and freshman
Bernadette Catron rounded out the top five with a time of 19:57
finishing in 104th.
..We raced really well," Severns said. "The women ran really
good times despite not running a·perfect race so there are dcf·
initely things we can do differently to beat EKU in the future."
Despite the men's team facing a rebuilding year only return-

ing two runners from last year, it had a great performance in
Memphis and hope to build regardless of not having a full team
Severns said.
Sophomore Derek Perry was the first Racer to cross the line
as he ran a personal best time of 26:46, beating his previou~
time by nearly two minutes. Perry finished in 114th position as
he had his breakthrough race.
Junior Andy Pack (inished in 206th place with a time of 29:03
followed closely by freshman Jordan Althoff in 216th with a
personal career best of 29:22.
"1 am pleased with where we are at this time of year,'' Severns said. ''We don't want to be maxed out already. We just
want to be showing progress and we arc doing that."
The men's and women's teams will be traveling to
Cookeville, Tenn., Friday as they compete in the Tennessee
Tech Invitational.
·
"We arc going to Tennessee Tech this weekend to preview
where the conference championship meet will be held," Severns said. "I don't know if we are necessarily going to race all
out. but we mainly,want to go to get a good look at what the
championship course is going to be like."
Contacr Price <lf addison.price@murraystatt•.cdu.
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Channel Surfing

'Easy X lets lazy writing distract

Stunt casting

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the movie reviews.

J sec a lot of movies. It's sort of
my thing, being the movie reviewer.
Typically. I select the lilm I plan to
review, and watch it with the potential review in mind. Sometime::;,
however, the opposite oc~urs.
I went to see "Easy A" on my clay
off. I took my girlfriend because she
was super-excited for the movie,
and my understanding wa::; I would
just go see something else to
review. (That something may have
involved elevators and devils.) My
point is, I wasn't planning on writing a review of the movie.
I really tried to just sit down and
watch the movie. I wanted to just
switch off and enjoy myself. Don't
get me wrong; the movie isn't bad.
It's just one of those fmstrating
cases where n ton of little changes
would have made it :1 great movie.
The plot of "Easy A" centers on
Olive Pendcrghast (F.mma Stone,
"Superhad"), an average, if slightly
witty and verbose, high ~chuol student who embarks on a journey tbat
rifls Brf parallels the plot of "The
Scarlet Letter." But, this egregious
recycling of an old story is fine,
because the movie dresses it up in
the form of a video blog and refer·
ences "The Scarlet Letter" several
times, so it's totall}' meta.
There arc uther characters, I'm
fairly certain. I can reas<mnbtr
assert that it wasn't just Olivl' in n
confined space (perhaps a ~offin?)
the entire time. However, not a single other character got an)· sort of
development or reallr any traits
other than the bare minimum nee·
cssary for the facilitation of the
retelling of"Thc Scarlet Letter."
I want to be perfectly clear on
this: it isn't a problem uf acting. The
actors involved all do an astounding job. Stanley Tucci and Patricia
Clarkson as Olive's parent!l in p:H·
ticular steal any scene they are in.
Thomas Hayden Church plays n
quirky teacher with an easy charisma. Alyson Michalka's performance
as Olive's raunchy friend in the first
twenty or so minutes is surprisingly hilarious.
Unfortunately, these ~"Upporting
roles arc only given a couple of
minutes of scrccntime. Meanwhile,
Am. nda Bynes as the judgemental

Photo courtes)' oi allmoviephoto.com

Olive Penderghast (Emma Stone) narrates the movie in the form of a vldeo blog. Teenagers, you're In the movie!
Christian stereotrpe·cum-BFF-cum)ny.K.'lyl'mAllitch cats up a good
portion lhl· middle of the film.
I'm not Jnti·Arnanda Bynes; .I am,
however, firmly anti·pointlcs~ sidequests that go nowhere. And Hynes'
subplot goes nowhere real fast. As
in, "I hate you, but now we're
friends , and now I hate you again.
but no worries, you will literally not
sec mt' :q:tain."
This unresolved plot is merely
one of many that bog down the midJie of the movie. Fur instance, the
movie decides to squnnder all of the
love it has cngl·ndert•d for
Michalka's character by having her
inexplicably. for no disccrnilblc reason and with no justification join up
with the lynch mob out for Olive's
blood.
Another plot that should revolve
.around J'h.omas Hayden. Church'.;
character only tangentially involves
him while centering on Lisa
Kudrow. Why didn't I mention her
earlier? Because neither did the

or

damn movie. A large part of a fairly
prominent subplot hing<:S on her,
and we don't meet her until the film
is two·thirds tlVer.
Oh, and the breaking point is
when Olive is almost raped. No
worries, though, we will never hear
anything else about it.
Aficr the attempted rape, Olive
d~cides she's done having everyone
think she is literally a humps-formoney hooker, because it's apparentlr kind of a drag or whatever. So.
she sl'tS out on a ncw quest. That
quest is to undo the events of the
entire film.
Of course, it's now time for a
montage. That montage will
revolve around people who were
willing lO pay to pretend to have
sex with her turning out to be
douches. a clumsy attempt to subvert religion and an ill-conceived
and distracting mu::;ical number
because of "Ferris BucHer's Day
Off."
And nuhmly's time was wasted!

DVDs

Zero Mars: Save your cash
One star: Only if you're 1:-ored
Two stars: Wait for the rental
Three stars: See it immediatdy
Four stars: A future classic

Cis

IKanye_Jordan
What dO you get When you combine «anye West's Twlter with "30
Rock"? KaQye Jorden. One Twitter
UMI' noticed If yotl lnilrt "Uz
llmDn" Into Kanye"s tweets they
SCUid • Tracy Jonlln quotes.
Tbtls. I kict·IWISOIIt Twitter
ICCOiri - born. The bat one:
'\lz IMIIOII. do you lrniJII Where to
filii 11111t11e c:oafn~et bibles? rm
loaiJino to blve I CCiftfwencL not

D

• Bruno Mars - "Doo·Wops &
Hoolloans·
• Guster - ·Easy Wonclertur
• Joe Satrianl - ·alackSwans &
Wormhole Wizards"
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Editor's pick

week's •• releases
anlilllle TIIISdly

The movie does do some things
well. Snappy dialogue and an interesting main character, however, arc
no substitute for solid writing. A
ton of tiny distracting flaws managed tu, for me, bring down an otherwise great movie.
"Easy A" is rated PG-13 for
mature thematic elements involving teen sexuality, language and
some drug material and has a runtime of92 minutes.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.

Last week I read a
ple<:e from The New
York Times about
stunt casting.
Stunt casting, for
those not in the know,
the shameless
is
attempt to pull in ratings and media by
having a well-known
Charlotte star appear in an
Kyle
episode for no logical
Features Editor reason.
I had once considered writing a similar piece, as every
other TV-related story was about who
would appear on "How I Met Your Mother" or the writers' wish lists for possible
"Glee" guest stars.
The timing for this p iece made sense.
Justin Bieber appeared on "CSI" while
Jennifer Aniston visited pal Courteney
Cox on "Cougar Town."
While I completely agree stunt casting
can get ridiculous and unnecessary, I
personally question why it was not
brought up sooner.
If we're going to call Aniston out for
reuniting with her former "Friend,"
where were the cries when Will Arnett
acted opposite real-life wife Amy
Poehler on "Parks and Recreation"?
You can take it back fu rther, even.
along the same line. Brad Pitt guest
starred on "Friends" while he was married to Aniston.
The writer also implied many guest
stars arc only going on these series
nowadays because they hope to win an
Emmy for it.
Sure, Neil Patrick Harr is won an
Emmy for his role as Bryan Ryan on
"Glee.~ but pairing NPH with ''Glee" just
made sense. He's a successful, talented
actor who has a well-known musical theater background. It worked, just as
Kristin Chenoweth and ldina Menzel
worked so well.
(However, throwing random pop stars
in there is just too much of a gimmick.
There has to be a line liOmewhereJ
"30 Rock" gets a lot of press for stunt
casting, and while I know I should judge
the series for its overuse of guest stars, 1
typically let it go.
Why? Because "30 Rock" is an industry
show. It is well-liked by critics, writers,
actors and producers. It wins awards, it
gets nominations and it brings in the
fans. It's a good series even at its worst.
Actors want to be on the show. They
want to be part of a show they like and
respect.
On top of that, the show stars people
who have worked with lots of other people. lt would make sense to call up your
former co·star and invite them on.
Sometimes it work.'i. I loved Jon
Hamm, Salma Hayek, Will Arnett, LL
Cool J - the list goes on and on.
(1 don't want to say I loved Oprah's
appearance because it sounds so cliche
but I guess I can't hide it. I loved Oprah's
appearance.)
Sometimes it doesn't work. Jerry Seinficld's appearance as himself was cringeworthy. The episode revolved around
promoting the dreadful "Bee Movie."
While the show knew it was stunt casting and made the appropriate meta jokes
to justify it, it still made me want to
punch through the TV.
At this point I have accepted that stunt
casting will always exist, but as long as
the actors give a good performance, I'll
let it go.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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216 15th. St •
759- FooD

Private Parties & Catering
(Contact Ronda)
Delivery (11 a .m.- 2 p.m.)
Carry-Out (Anytime)

New Menu & Kitchen Management
Daily Plate Lunch Specials, FreshTossed Pizza, Sandwiches, Calzones,
Appetizers, Home-Cooked Meals

Happy Hour 3 - 6
Monday Night Trivia
Tuesday Night Karaoke
Nightly Entertainment

II'
Dining Services and
~ Racer Hospitality

Remember to ask
about our
Sustainabillty
Program &
Catering Services.

Open
Monday - Friday
11 a.m. - Midnight
Saturday
5 p.m. - Midnight

·----$1 OFF
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Moo TAB
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807 Walmart Dr.
Murray, Ky. 42071
270.873.2300
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6 Days ! Week
(CIMM•· Weaed.,.)
1a.•.

..z,...

MurrayStateNews
MSUNewsSports
MSUNewsOpinion

Guaea.-

«<ffi.NIP«IJ'
· ··
..
""Good
FoOd & Fun ·lof'lveryone6
,.
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Ch1nese • )O\XInese •
r~ r
638 N. 12th St. tMJd to Ofll~ Depot) · MURAAY, KV

m

270.753.3788

Appefzers - - Bllllld- SIMIJI - SeiJioDtl
Hibachi Gflll- Denen- 8eretallce Gleam RtiWNSJ

OPEN 7 DAYS :::',::'
A WEEill
3:45PM-9:30PM

I

I

Sunday • Thunclay
Lunch Bl4fBI
naeo.n to 9J30pm
~~on-s.r
l=riday 6 Saturday
f0:45AM-3:30PM
11t00am lo
8tJndllf- All Dlly Buflet

Holmes Restaurant
(;:" Lc~;

1. . J

t/-.,

ge

Open:
Wednesday4-8
Thursday11 -8
Friday11-9
Saturday4-8:3J
Sunday11-2

Lunch Buffet
Thursday & Friday·1·1-1
Sunday11-2

MSU STUDENTS

ALWAYS

Catering Availible
270.832.0168
270.767.0662

10%

GETA
DISCOUNT!

BU'I'I'ERBURGERS &
FROZEN CUSTARD

818 N. 12m ST.
MURRAY, KY

42071
761-2858

The News

Moo TAB

10

\ltld. llut. B.tm Hull1lT. ( rold HI(>. ~\\eel'\ Sptl\ Bl()
lcm.tki. ( r.trlil·J>.IIll1l"'-:U1.ll·n1<111I'LPJX:r 0.. '\id,..,<..;,!-,'ll.tnll\:

Add On: Celel), Dips & Extra Sall<..'CS •• 25 cents Each

Sampler Plartcr .. $10.99
Buffalo~ <;:hick~n Dip .. $5.49
Super Nachos .. $9.99
Deep fined Ptcklcs .. $4.99
Onion Straw P!a~er .. $5.99
Personal Nachos .. $5.99
f;:ricd Cheese Sticks:. $5,49 Baked Po~ato Slnns .. $4.99
hied Mushrooms .. $5·49 Bread Srnps .. $3-99
Buffalo Poppers .. $~.99
Baked Ch~csc ~•1cs ..
Garlic Cheese Brcaa .. $+t:i9 Nacho Chtps & Salsa ..
Bucket of Shrimp .. $9.99 · Jalapeno Slirimp .. $6.99

September 24, 2010

Cajun Shrimp Past.t •. $S.99
Baked (:hid-en Pam1~n .. $<).(}()
Bak~.d Chickt., r\lfiuto .. $K9Y
with Chct..";(: OnI) .. $6.99
Bak1.'tl ~P'Jghetti ·; $0.99
Wlth Meat Sauce .. $7.99
Baked Chicken Otrlx>n~tr.l .. $c.'l.99

our ..._J, ...
American Burger .. $6.99
Chu.....churger Club .. $7.6<)
Fin.:holl'iC Burger .. $7.0<;
BBQ Burger .. $7.6<)

"LL

Cajun Burger .. $j.ly
.\ ht-;hroom & Swi'>.'<i .. $;.6c)
Vcggic BuJ'b~r .. S7.(X;

our

:\cw ;\lenu

American Chicken .. $7.99
C. .ountry Club Chicken .. $!Lt9
(~jun Chick'C11 .. $7.99

Thin Crust Pizza

(•irchouc;e Chicken .. $7.99
BBQ Chick-en .. $i·99
Buft:Uo Sandwich .. $7·99

N cw Dcsserrs
JLtppy Tlour
2-fi p.m.

llou:;c Salad .. $-HY
Grilbl Chicken Sabtl .. $6.99
FriL'C.i Chid.'t'll S;tlad .. $6.99
Club Salad •. $6.99
·chicken Salacf Salad .. $0.99
Grilk'C.I Shrimp Salad .. $7.99

TTalfPticc Apperizcrs

Oassic
The Narur.tl Famrirc
BigChccsc
Chicken Alfiulo
BBQChickcn
llawaiian Sunset
Ode Blue
\( l( I < >n I >ip··
Fajim C...'hicken
.:.:;L\.'11('-.
Uncle D.m's Buffalo Chicken
l·.tlh

ree
Appetizer
with any
purchase

ltllian .Bccfi\Idr .. $7.99
Philly Cheese Steak .. $749
Chicken Philly .. $....49
Chicken Salad Su() .. $749
Calwnc .. $6.99

of Your
Pub Steak Platter .. $9.99
Grilled· I'alapia .. $Q.<.J9

lralian BecD lclt .. $7.99
Phil!) Cha:sc Steak .. $749
Chicken Philly .. $7·49
Chicken Salad Sub .. $7.49
Ca.lzonc .. $6.<)9

Pub Chicken Platn:r .. $9.99

BBQ Chicken Plarn:r .. $9·SN

Cinn<mlon Snips .. $2.99
Swttt Piua Pie .. $449

$1.9<)

lln-ce Ch<xsc Qucsadilla .. $5-99•
Chicl\(.11 Quesadilla .. $6.99
Shrimp Quesadilla .. $H.99
SoudtwestQucsadilla .. $i49

\II ( >uL -...tddl.t-. "x.Th\ I
\\ 1tl~ l·n.-..11 ...,_tJ,t.....,. •llr
( ll'.ll11 ~

I

Lltll\.\.

French Fries, Onion Straws, La\'·s Potato Chips,
Baked Pot.uo Salad, Sweet Potato Fries,
Small Salad or Baked Potato (after 5 p.m.)
Add Ons: Sauces, Dips, or Celery Piec..-c<> .. 25 cents Each
Chili & ~>Ups .. cup $;.99. . bowl. $~·49
(szzubsnrutc any meals sadc rtcm wtth a
for an cxtr.1 .oo)
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l\nveyol'S of fhte
_,.._..._Co Jlc~e~ KTl!itS

~

I(,
Hot 1ea

lowqo
lt:vt·lnf

12oz

16oz

1.00

1.25

Bagged or Loose

l.ije O.ri~~U:.m 1-ltNtLshm~

1.75

Fresh Brewed Iced Tea

Mally Flm.>ors & Varieties to Enjoy!

OJii·rt: 7:30am - :i 1,m t.l:-r
&00 lim - 5aun Sttt

:free )1'i-:Fi!

Mello' resso

and Bmefits of Faclr Tet:~ Va,.;r.ty

-

I (

I /

t '

I

,'

'
{

!, • <

(

~
I

!,!

i

Teed Coffee Frapp6
2.7Pi Smoothi~ B~"1S
2.75 Pearwt Butier Chocolate Molt Ball!o.
M•·IChrt~; Vnt1i1/11", C~lCr::tlrliC' Pt>titHit
Prorb ~trar~, Marr;.,ra Gu.wo, Cftoco/att Cmtert•d Pt'anut!t (Milk or
&ttcr, Chot.."'tJ/Qfc Mint. )l::vu Ch~p
W#4 Bcry, L',~ppiE' c_,..:-camu,
Sugar Free Cl!llcolatei, Orocolate

20" l:it?luw Hot Chocoldle
1"' h11tih! ur Dctrl ChiJIC'Uluh'

Pm~WTJ or.m~t Culftlill, L,n,wn 1~, Ccivered Raisins. Choc,1/1~te 'Jurtlts*
·

& Pomtgrlll'JUtr BJuetmry .

2.75

Cofkl"'-free.Biend~:>d Creme 2.75

Chcti (lad or lJit•uded)
1.50
Rqulolic:, Vmrilln, Spiccd,Chr1!:vl.ut~:

& Chocolate Ct1Vercd Cnffr.e
8e11ns (Dark or ¥ilk Chocolate)
·oenotn.. Sug~tr Frn ·

Gournn~ t

3.00
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.50

3.25
3.25
3.50
3.75
3.75

Si11g/e Vottble

fatl~

Gourmet Chocolat~s l'r1uJ lndmtduaUy

RanaM~

Cappuccino
2.50
Latte
2.50
Mocha
2.75
Turtle Mocha
3.25
Duncan's dtoice 3.25
Espresso

I

Wl1il~ Chocclaie, Bp~. C6r.11mr.J.

12oz 16oz Iced

St.·t• Our Complimentary Brvchurt>Sfor tire
~

Caok;'t$ , ' Cro.anr & JWJth Mr.~t..htt,
•su~ar Fnv. tmd DtaJfal.;n A-:,m1abl'

I);/:, , \ \

Featuring Republic of Tea

localed~n IJ,,
1\t:w

I (

1.25 1.75

2.00
2.00
2.00

Whip
Double Hard core
Wake Up Call

2.50

12oz
2.00
2.00
2.50

Cafe Au La it
Hot Chocolate
Chai Latte

16oz
2.50
2.50
3.00

Rt>11ublic, Clrocol.aie, Vanilla. Spiced

Apple Caramel Kick
Daily Brew ·

2.50 3.00
1.00 1.50

Fell t-uring Nel #tltors Coffu

Co . ee Beans
. Are Roas.t ed .Fresh for 5th '& Main

~

ab

009-4470 tcr

~tcr;
~

